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Author's response to reviews:

Dear Editor:

Thank you for your kind letter of Jun 4, 2010. We have revised the entire manuscript entitled “Establishment of a canine model of cardiac memory using endocardial pacing via internal jugular vein” (MS:4632813633756619) in accordance with the editorial comments. We acknowledge your help and comments and constructive suggestions very much, which are very valuable in improving the quality of our manuscript.

Here below is our description on revision according to the comments.

Comments of the associate editor:

The manuscript has improved by the numerous changes it has undergone. The addition of the ethics statement was pertinent. I strongly suggest that the authors implement in brief the rebuttal on the first point raised by reviewer 2, including the 3 references cited herein, in the discussion section of the revised manuscript.

The authors' Answer: We agree with the editor. According to the comment, we have added “In addition, these studies also found that right ventricular pacing was associated with mismatching of perfusion and innervation with perfusion abnormalities of both the septum and free wall” into the the discussion section of the revised manuscript.

Thank you for the kind advice.

Sincerely yours,
Li yue-chun
2010.6.8